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Abstract—In this paper, a combined wavelet based mesh free 
method is suggested to solve the forward problem in electrical 
impedance tomography (EIT). EIT is a noninvasive imaging 
modality based on the reconstruction of the conductivity profile 
inside a solution domain using injected low frequency currents 
and measuring voltage via electrodes. The forward problem 
simulates measurement data for comparing with experimental 
data in the inverse problem. Since the solution of the finite 
element method depends on the mesh shape and boundary 
condition constraints are difficult to apply in the mesh free 
method, the combined wavelet based mesh free method can 
resolve the disadvantages of these methods in the EIT forward 
problem.  A two dimensional EIT problem is modeled. The 
simulation results obtained by the combined wavelet based mesh 
free method are compared with standard finite element method 
in terms of accuracy and computational cost. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) is a non-invasive 
imaging modality that reconstructs the electrical impedance 
distribution image of the cross section from object based on 
current injections and measuring voltage via an array of 
electrodes arranged around an object. EIT has been proposed 
for use in geophysics, process and physiological monitoring 
[1,2]. One promising medical application of EIT is the 
monitoring of ventilation in patients to determine the 
distribution of breathing gases [3].  

Measurement data provide the image reconstruction from 
the objects by solving the inverse problem and the forward 
problem simulates measurement data for comparing with 
experimental data in the inverse problem. The solution of the 
forward problem is almost approached by the finite element 
method (FEM) [4]; however in problems involving moving 
objects or objects with changing geometrical appearance, 

mesh distortion is inevitable and susceptible to producing 
error in numerical results. 

Recently, the mesh free (MF) method has been developed 
in problems with variable object geometries or mechanical 
movements; because they are purely based on nodes 
distribution. That means the elements or usual relationships 
between nodes and elements are not necessary to construct a 
discrete set of equations [5]. Different MF approaches have 
been proposed and used successfully to solve some typical 
engineering problems. The wavelet based mesh free method 
(WMF) is a new approach of this family presented by Yang   
et al. in [6-8]. This method is of interest because, in contrast to 
other MF methods, the WMF method requires no local 
summation in the vicinity of nodes in numerical 
implementations. However, the natural drawback of the WMF 
method in enforcing boundary conditions outweighs this 
advantage. This fact restricted its application to engineering 
problems. On the opposite side, the FEM is well developed in 
applying boundary conditions in solving engineering problems 
[6,9]. Therefore, for solving mesh coordinates dependence 
problem in the FEM and applying boundary condition 
constraint in the WMF method in order to take full advantage 
of both methods, a combined wavelet based mesh free 
(CWMF) method was suggested for solving electromagnetic 
fields problem in [6]. 

In this paper, the CWMF method is suggested to solve the 
EIT forward problem. For this purpose, we first present a brief 
review of CWMF formulation in Section 2. Section 3 presents 
the orthogonal set of scaling functions for producing the set of 
wavelet basis functions. Finally in Section 4 a simple example 
of CWMF approximation in a two-dimensional (2-D) case is 
discussed. This example is solved by both CWMF method and 
standard FEM and simulation results are compared in terms of 
accuracy and computational cost. 



II. COMBINED WAVELET BASED MESH FREE METHOD 

In this section, the CWMF formulation is presented with 
reference to the static electrical conduction problem. In a 
linear, isotropic region the 2-D problem is described by: 

 (1)  ),(),(),(. yxfyxuyx    

where σ is the conductivity of the solution domain, f is the 
excitation function and u is an unknown potential at defined 
nodes.  

In accordance with the algorithm introduced in [6], the 
solution domain can be divided into three sub-domains as 
finite element (FE) sub-domain, MF sub-domain and FE-MF 
sub-domain having mutual influences. In the MF sub-domain, 
the unknown function can be modified as a linear expansion in 
terms of basic functions: 
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where φj(x,y) are basis functions, NMF is the number of basic 
functions and cj are unknown coefficients. In this sub-domain 
the interpolation of the solution variable is the same as the 
standard form of the MF as presented in [7]. On the other 
hand, in the FE sub-domain, the unknown function can be 
extended by: 

(3)  
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In this equation ui is an unknown potential in node i, Ni is 
an interpolation function related to node i and NFE is the 
number of defined FE nodes on the solution domain. The 
FEM relationships are discussed in [10]. Finally, the 
interpolation formula in FE-MF sub-domain is developed by 
[6]: 

(4)  
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These unknown MF coefficients and FE potentials can be 
obtained using the Galerkin method.  Hence, based on the 
reduced illustration of (1) and applying the boundary 
conditions [6], the discrete equations were extracted as: 

(5)  
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In this matrix form, K and M are the FE and MF stiffness 
sub-matrices, F and G related to the excitation and boundary 
conditions in FE and MF sub-domains, N is the connection 
coefficient sub-matrix between two FE and MF sub-domains, 
and finally U and C are the unknown FE potentials and MF 
coefficients column vectors. These unknown coefficients can 
be calculated by applying appropriate interface conditions and 
solving (5). 

 

III. WAVELET BASIS FUNCTIONS 

In order to produce the orthogonal set of wavelet basis 
functions, the dyadic translations of the third order Dubechies 
(db3) scaling function utilized to form the set of basis 
functions. A one-dimensional function φ(x) is an orthogonal 

scaling function if the set φi 
j(x) of scaling basis functions 

defined by: 
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where  i  and J are integers. The integer J 
determines the dilation, while i specifies the dyadic translation 
as: 
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here, k is an integer as width of the basic scaling function. 
Since the scaling function has nonzero mean, it is suitable for 
approximation and therefore we use the basic scaling function 
in producing the orthogonal set of basis functions. Moreover 
we cannot use the scaling function at different scales to 
generate basic functions due to non-orthogonality. In addition, 
we use the polynomial jump function introduced in [7] for 
applying boundary conditions as: 

(8)  133)( 23  xxxx  
We consider the case where the 2-D scaling function is 

separable: 
(9)  )().(),( yxyx    

The 2-D third order Dubechies scaling function is shown 
in Fig. 1. 

 

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

In order to present the application of the CWMF method to 
EIT problems, a simple 2-D problem is discussed here similar 
to that was solved in [7]. The aim of this example is to 
illustrate that the CWMF approach can provide accurate 
results in solving EIT forward problem. A rectangular shaped 
background material (0.5×0.3 m2) with conductivity σ = 1 
[Sm-1] includes an inhomogeneous region (0.4×0.2 m2) with 
conductivity σ = 2 [Sm-1] has been considered to solve the 
forward problem using the CWMF method. The solution 
domain is surrounded by 16 electrodes (length = 0.05 m) 
equally spaced on its boundary. Fig. 2 shows the solution 
domain and electrode arrangement of the test problem. In this 
example, the Dirishlet boundary condition is applied via 
electrode 9 (u(x,y) = 10 V) and electrode 16 is considered as a 
potential reference (ground). The homogenous Neuman 
boundary condition is considered for the remaining boundary 
segments. 

The inhomogeneous sub-domain is considered for solving 
using the standard form of the wavelet method. This sub-
domain is netted into 161×161 nodes and 1024 third order 
Daubechies (db3) scaling functions constitute the orthogonal 
basis functions set. The marginal sub-domain was meshed into 
105 triangular elements by Matlab PDE Toolbox for solving 
by FEM (see Fig. 3). Then, the CWMF method is applied to 
solve equation (1). The obtained distribution of potential is 
shown in Fig. 4. To illustrate the effectiveness of the CWMF 
method, the solution domain was also meshed into 223 
triangular elements for solving by standard FEM as shown in 
Fig. 5. The distribution of potential obtained from the standard 
FEM is demonstrated in Fig. 6. 

 



 
Fig. 1. The 2-D third order Dubechies scaling function. 

 
 

 
Fig. 2. Electrode arrangement of the test problem 

 

 

 
Fig. 3. The marginal sub-domain mesh used in CWMF method. 

 
 

 
Fig. 4. Equipotential lines in solution domain, induced by electrode 9 with 

respect to electrode 16 (ground) obtained from the CWMF method. 
 

 

 
Fig. 5. Mesh used in the standard FEM for comparison purposes. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Equipotential lines in solution domain, induced by electrode 9 with 

respect to electrode 16 (ground) obtained from the standard FEM. 
 

 



The mean relative error rate compassion is given in Table I 
from the CWMF and standard FEM methods. In addition, the 
electrode voltages are simulated using the CWMF method and 
are compared with standard FEM results in Table II. The 
corresponding performance comparison results are given in 
Table III on a Core i7 3.06 GHz CPU, 4 GB RAM 
workstation.  

The simple example presented in this section and the 
computed results show the feasibility of the use of the wavelet 
based MF method in EIT problems. These results show the 
advantages of the CWMF approach in eliminating concerns 
related to the shape or size of mesh and as well as enforcing 
boundary conditions effectively. Also the results illustrate that 
use of CWMF method can increase the degree of freedom 
(DOF) more than the standard FEM. Nevertheless, compared 
with the standard FEM, the proposed method is less efficient 
in the utilization of the CPU time and the computations are 
very time consuming. 

 

TABLE I. MEAN RELATIVE ERROR RATE COMPARISON OF THE TWO CWMF 

AND STANDARD FEM METHODS. 

Total  Marginal             
sub-domain  

Inhomogeneous      
sub-domain  

% 2.61 % 2.98 % 2.57 

 

TABLE II.  SIMULATED ELECTRODE VOLTAGES COMPARISON OF  TWO 

CWMF AND STANDARD FEM METHODS. 

Relative error 
rate  

Proposed 
Method 

Standard FEM 
No. 

electrode 

% 4.81 2.39 2.28 1 

% 1.43 3.62 3.67 2 

% 3.99 3.93 4.10 3 

% 2.83 4.05 4.17 4 

% 3.62 4.60 4.44 5 

% 6.40 5.65 5.31 6 

% 3.11 6.38 6.19 7 

% 1.63 7.62 7.75 8 

% 0.00 10.00 10.00 9 

% 3.62 6.68 6.45 10 

% 5.15 6.21 5.91 11 

% 3.91 6.05 5.82 12 

% 1.02 5.51 5.46 13 

% 0.51 4.81 4.79 14 

% 1.03 3.80 3.76 15 

% 0.00 0.00 0.00 16 

 

TABLE III.  COMPARISON OF THE PERFORMANCE OF THE CWMF METHOD 

AND STANDARD FEM. 

CPU (s)  Total 
DOFs 

No. basis 
functions  

No. FEM 
nodes  

  

9.52  1133  1028 105  Sugessted method 

0.18  223 - 223 Standard FEM 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

A CWMF method is proposed in this paper for solving the 
2-D forward problem in EIT. The simulation results are 
compared with the standard FEM. It has been highlighted that 
wavelet based MF method is suitable for representing domains 
with variable object  geometries or mechanical movements but 
the CPU time is higher than for the FEM. Enforcing interface 
conditions of different materials for introducing efficient 
approach can be considered in further developments. 
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